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X-ray diffraction analyses of the pure componentsn-tricosane andn-pentacosane and
of their binary mixed samples have enabled us to characterize the crystalline phases
observed at “low temperature.” Contrary to what was announced in literature on the
structural behavior of mixed samples in odd-odd binary systems withDn  2, the
three domains are not all orthorhombic. This work has enabled us to show that two of
the domains are, in fact, monoclinic (Aa, Z  4), and the other one is orthorhombic
(Pca21 , Z  4). The conclusions drawn in this work can easily be transposed to other
binary systems ofn-alkanes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polymorphism ofn-alkanes1–23 (CnH2n12; hereafter
denoted by Cn) and determination of binary phas
diagrams22–41 in the alkane family have been reporte
on in recent years in numerous publications. T
polymorphism ofn-alkanes is rather well known wher
many solid-solid phase transitions have been obser
as a function of temperature.

For the odd alkanes, unitary phase diagrams show
the transition temperatures as a function of chain len
snd have been determined9,10 for the range going from
C9 to C45 where four solid ordered phases (we c
ordered phases those which are not accompanied
orientational disorders like the rotator phases) have b
identified: two orthorhombic forms (space groupsPcam

and Pnam) and two monoclinic forms (space group
Aa and A2). All four phases possess four molecul
per unit cell (Z  4). However, these unitary phas
diagrams stress only on the low-temperature region,
rotator domains being given as a set. Five rotator for
are known to exist,19,20 denoted RI, RII, RIII, RIV ,
and RV , and are observed until C39H80. In the range
8 < n < 28, Robl̀eset al.1,22 and Espeauet al.2 give the
complete phase transitions in these alkanes incorpora
the rotator forms. Odd alkanes always show at least
rotator phase before melting.

For the even alkanes, the polymorphism is ev
more complex and the polymorphic behavior is oft
different, depending on the initial state of the alkan
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A triclinic form Tp sP1, Z  13d is observed in the
range8 < n < 24,1,2,22 while several monoclinic modi-
ficationsM011, M201, M012, andM101 are found in longer
even alkanes as from C26.23 All these forms have the
same space group4–6,23 sP21/a, Z  2d but differ by the
shift of adjacent molecules in the planes (bpc for M011

and M012 and apc for M201 and M101) of a whole
number of CH2 units. In theMhkl notation, theshkld
describes the plane formed by the methyl end grou
(CH3) in the referential of the orthorhombic subcel
Two orthorhombic forms are observed:Op (Pca21 , Z 
47) and OII (Pbcn, Z  4 or Pbca, Z  48). The latter
is observed only in C36H74

8,23 which results from an
alternative stacking of molecular layers of typeM011

and M011.6 Several of these forms are metastable (f
example, Op which is involved in the binary phase
diagram given in this paper). New phases have be
identified as triclinic (T111 in C46 andT212 in C44, C46, and
C50) which are described as the result of two shifts (th
M101 one followed by theM011 shift for T111 and theM101

shift followed by theM012 one for T212).23 Unlike odd
alkanes, rotator phases appear only as from C22H46.1,2,22

The study of binary phase diagrams (temperatu
versus composition) has revealed a complex structu
behavior of the mixed samples28–41 where other forms
than those seen in the components are observed
which are stabilized by mixing. The earliest binar
phase diagram showing multiple one-phase domains
low temperature (temperature domain where the orde
phases are observed) is that of Lüth et al.28 for the
system C20–C22. A single crystal of the mixed sample
C20(0.75)C22(0.25) was analyzed and a space grou
was proposedsBb21md. Smith30 carried out single crystal
 1999 Materials Research Society
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measurements on two mixed samples of composit
ratios 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 in the C24–C26 system. He suppose
that both mixed samples were orthorhombicPnam with
Z  8 for the 1 : 1 sample andZ  12 for the 2 : 1
sample. Moreover, he pointed out that single crystal d
were obtained for 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 composition ratios for t
C23–C25, C24–C27, C28–C30, and C23–C24 systems and
that the packing arrangement is the same as that fo
for the C24–C26. More recently, Gerson and Nyburg29

working on the mixed sample C24(0.77)C26(0.23) pro-
posed the same space group as Lüth et al. However,
no phase diagram of the C24–C26 system was given
and the samples studied by these authors surprisin
correspond to two phase regions.31,38 Moreover, Achour-
Boudjemaet al.,31 working on 24 mixed samples of th
above system and in particular, on the diffraction patte
of the mixed sample studied by Gerson and Nyburg29

could not index all the diffraction lines on the basis
the Bb21m structure.

To our knowledge, the first work on the binary sy
tem C23–C25 (which is the subject of this paper) is that o
Retief et al.42 Their phase diagram was very simple b
not correct since the polymorphism of the compone
C23 and C25 was not well defined. A complete misc
bility both at high and low temperature was propose
Complex structural behavior of the mixed samples in t
system was recently observed by Joutiet al.34,35 At room
temperature, these authors have shown the existe
of seven one-phase regions in the binary system
they supposed that all the phases are orthorhombic
are denoted by them asb0(C23), b′0(C23), b″1, b′1,
b″2, b′0(C25), b0(C25). The two couplesb0 andb′0
come from the polymorphism of the components C23

and C25 while the three other formsb″1, b′1, and
b″2 are observed only in the mixed samples. Howev
no space group has been assigned to these forms
no possible explanation was given which could expla
why these forms are observed in the mixed samp
The present work done within the REALM (a Europea
association for the study of molecular alloys) form
part of a global research project on syncrystallizati
between components belonging to families of molecu
substances.

The paper based on the binary system C23 1 C25

reports new findings on these crystalline forms. Inde
experimental results on this system and on other bin
systems and, in particular, on C26 1 C28 (the subject
of another paper) have enabled us to characterize
the first time the three intermediate forms and to p
pose, therefore, a new phase diagram for the bin
system C23–C25. The scope of this work is even wide
since these phases are also observed in other bi
systems31–41 of n-alkanes [with a chain-length differenc
sDnd equal to 1 or 2]. In other words, this pape
leads to a complete characterization of all solid orde
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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forms observed in all binary systems ofn-alkanes (the
components belonging to the range C16 to C28).

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Tricosane and pentacosane were purchased fr
Fluka and Aldrich, respectively. Their purity grade
are 99.3% for C23 and 99.1% for C25 as determined
by gas chromatography and mass spectrometry an
ses. Binary mixed samples were prepared according
the “melting-quenching” method: the components a
weighted, melted together, mixed thoroughly to obta
an entirely homogeneous sample, and finally quench
into liquid nitrogen.

Calorimetric measurements were performed usi
a Perkin-Elmer DSC7 operating in the liquid nitro
gen subambient mode. Differential scanning calorim
try (DSC) runs were carried out on 4 mg sample
at a heating rate of2 K min21. The calibration was
made with substances of known transition tempe
tures and enthalpies (water, naphthalene, and indiu
The different characteristic temperatures were det
mined from the DSC curves by using the shape fa
tor method.43,44 The random part of the uncertaintie
is estimated using the student’s method with a 95
threshold of reliability. A minimum of four independen
experiments were carried out for each compositio
X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded in the rang
4± < 2u < 60± using a Siemens D500 vertical powde
diffractometer which works in the reflection mode wit
Cu Ka1 radiation (l  0.15406 nm). Then-alkanes and
their mixed samples are known to have a weak x-r
absorption coefficient and, therefore, to avoid the diffra
tion lines of copper and nickel due to the sample hold
which disturbs the analyses of the diffractograms, a ve
thin plate of glass was placed between the sample
analyze and the holder. All data were collected with
0.04± 2u steps and 5 s interval time.

III. PURE COMPONENT PROPERTIES

The polymorphism of C23 and C25 has already been
studied1,22 in the REALM and is as follows:

Oi ! Odci °! RV ! RI ! RII °! Liquid

for C23, and

Oi ! Odci ! Mdci °! RV ! RI ! RII °! Liquid

for C25.

Low-temperature phases High-temperature phas

The subscriptdci stands for “d́efauts de conformation
dans les alcanes impairs,” the French words for confor-
mational defects in the odd alkanes. The two orthorho
bic formsOi andOdci and the monoclinicMdci form are
4, No. 6, Jun 1999 2645
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observed only in odd alkanes which explains the use
the subscripti (for “impair,” French word for odd). The
Odci and Mdci forms are observed mainly due to en
gauche defects9,21,39 and justifying the subscriptdc. In
the mixed samples, we will see later that a new form
observed denoted byOp. This form is orthorhombic and
in pure alkanes, this phase is metastable and obse
only in even forms.23 The subscriptp therefore stands
for “pair,” the French word for even.

Single crystal of sufficient dimension was obtaine
for C23 by Smith45 who identified theOi phase as
orthorhombic (space groupPcam, Z  4) and allotted the
same space group to the other odd alkanes C21 to C29. It
is now known that theOi phase is observed in all od
alkanes1,2,18,21,22at least until C45H92. The cell parameters
measured atT  291 K for both components1,22 area 
0.7467s8d nm,b  0.4983s7d nm, andc  6.219s4d nm
for C23 anda  0.7449s10d nm,b  0.4968s5d nm, and
c  6.726s7d nm for C25.

The Odci phase was first observed by Snyderet al.9

who detected a low energetic transitionOi ! Odci in
C25, C27, and C29 and noted this transition as thed-
transition without proposing a space group for this pha
The latter was also observed in C23.15 This form is not
observed as from C29.9,46,47 However, from the unitary
phase diagram presented by Urabe and Takamizaw10

and reproduced by Nozakiet al.,48 the Odci form is ob-
served till C39. It seemed that Urabe and Takamizawa10

have worked with highly pure samples, but this was a
the case of Piesczeket al.46 The contradiction of Urabe’s
findings with those of Snyderet al.9 and Piesczeket al.46

is still not clear. The space group of theOdci phase
was determined by Nozakiet al.21 by x-ray powder
diffraction using the Rietveld profile refinement metho
and later confirmed by our work.39 Odci is orthorhombic
(space groupPnam, Z  4). The cell parameters of C23

measured atT  312 K1,22 area  0.7546s8d nm, b 
0.4989s7d nm, andc  6.226s4d nm and those of C25

at 317 K1 are a  0.7552s10d nm, b  0.4980s5d nm,
and c  6.733s7d nm.

The Mdci form was first observed and identified b
Piesczek and co-workers46,47 on the alkane C33 from
single crystal data analysis. They show that the sy
metry is monoclinic (space groupAa, Z  4) and that
the subcell is orthorhombic. This phase has been
served in all the odd alkanes with25 < n < 45.9,10

The cell parameters measured atT  319 K1,22 area 
0.7553 nm, b  0.4993 nm, c  6.753 nm, and b 
91.54. Joutiet al.34,35 who worked, like us, with the C25

purchased from Aldrich with the same stated purity d
not detect this phase.

Differentiating among the diffraction patterns of th
solid ordered phasesOi , Odci, andMdci is necessary in
order to characterize the forms observed in the mix
samples of the binary system C23–C25. Since the three
2646 J. Mater. Res., Vol. 14
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above forms are observed in C25 with increasing tem-
perature, accurate x-ray analysis of this componen
therefore of great interest.

X-ray diffraction patterns of theOi, Odci, andMdci

forms of C25 were recorded at 293, 318, and 320
respectively. The cell parameters for the three pha
are the following:

Form Oi : a  0.7461s2d nm b  0.4987s4d nm

c  6.7317s10d nm

Form Odci : a  0.7563s1d nm b  0.4993s1d nm

c  6.7438s11d nm

Form Mdci : a  0.7573s4d nm b  0.5011s3d nm

c  6.7631s9d nm b  91.64s4d±

These values are in agreement with those of Robes
et al.1,22

The phase changesOi ! Odci ! Mdci are accom-
panied with relatively low enthalpy effects with rega
to the Mdci ! RI and the melting enthalpies. The lon
c-parameter and the similarity in symmetries (the mon
clinic Mdci form is very close in symmetry to the ortho
rhombic one of theOi and Odci forms) lead to similar
diffraction patterns at low angles (2u < 34±).21,39 As a
result, the diffraction data are shown in this paper only
the pertinent range34± < 2u < 60±. One of the major
problems encountered with the normal alkanes is to
dex unambiguously the peaks of a powdered diffract
pattern.28,29 Indeed, the longc-parameter (compared t
thea andb ones) results in several possible indexing
a single reflection. This effect is even more pronounc
at high angles and specially, as said above, in the ra
(2u > 34±) sensitive to the phase changes [Oi , Odci,
Mdci , and Op (see further on) forms]. Fractional coo
dinates of the carbon atoms are known only for C23,45

but extrapolation for the other members of the ser
can be undertaken considering thata- andb-parameters
are identical for the odd alkanes.1,2,39,45 Therefore, the
derivation of atomic coordinates for any other memb
could be easily derived from the fractional coordina
of the carbon atoms C(1) and C(2) of the alkane C23.49 We
have therefore derived the fractional coordinates of25

in the Oi form and obtained the list of reflections wit
their intensities. The experimental diffraction pattern
the Oi phase of C25 (see Fig. 1) is indexed using th
reflections with the highest intensities. These indexin
are in good agreement with those proposed by Noz
et al.21 and Joutiet al.34 The indexing of the peaks o
theOdci form is based on that of theOi form and on the
space groupPnam proposed by Nozaki and co-workers.21

The peaks which are at nearly the same diffraction an
in the Oi and Odci forms (changes are due to therm
agitation) are indexed with the samehkl. The indexing
of the Mdci form is based on that of theOdci form and
, No. 6, Jun 1999
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FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of theOi , Odci , and Mdci forms
of C25 in the range34± < 2u < 60± recorded atT  293, 318, and
320 K, respectively.

on the property of the monoclinic symmetry, resultin
in a split of the diffraction lines.

The transitionOi ! Odci in C25 is mainly character-
ized by (i) the disappearance of the 0 1 26 at2u ø 39±

in agreement with the extinction conditions imposed
the Pnam space group; (ii) the appearance of the 0 1
and 0 1 27 reflections at2u ø 38.1± and 2u ø 40.5±,
respectively. These reflections which are not allowed
the Oi form sPcamd are superposed with the 1 2 0y1 2 1
and 3 1 2 lines, respectively, and account for the incre
of the intensity of the peaks; (iii) the increase in intens
of the 1 2 26 reflection at2u ø 52.5±; (iv) the decrease
in intensity of the 1 1 26 at2u ø 41.2±, 1 2 23 at
2u ø 47.2±, and 1 2 27 reflections at2u ø 53.5±. The
decrease in intensity of these diffraction lines can
explained by the fact that they disappear in theMdci

form which succeeds. On this basis, it seems that
Odci form is a precursor to theMdci form.

A consequent shift of thehkl (l  0, 1, 2, 3) lines
toward low angles is observed while those with highl
indices do not show a profound 2u displacement (Fig. 1).
The rise in temperature leads to an appreciable lat
expansion along thea-direction (see cell parameters o
C25 in theOi andOdci forms) while the expansion along
the molecular axis (c-direction) is not as consequent du
to the longc-parameter. However, discontinuity in th
interlayer spacing at each phase transition was obse
in C25 and C27.39

The transitionOdci ! Mdci is mainly characterized
by (i) the disappearance of the 1 1 26, 2 1 26, 1 2 25, and
1 2 27 reflections at2u ø 41±, 2u ø 46±, 2u ø 51.5±,
and 2u ø 53±, respectively; (ii) the “splitting” of the
following reflections located at2u ø 42.5± (2 0 26 and
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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1 1 27),2u ø 47± (2 1 27),2u ø 52± (1 2 26),2u ø 53±

(3 1 25), and2u ø 55± (3 1 27).
The reflection conditions imposed by the spac

group Aa of the Mdci form are reflected by the disap-
pearance of the diffraction lines 1 1 26, 2 1 26, 1 2 2
and 1 2 27. Due to the monoclinic symmetry of theMdci

form, each permitted line is “split” into two (as shown
by the two arrows drawn in Fig. 1), those having Mille
indices with a largel value are more visible since they
are more separated in the high 2u range.

The diffraction patterns of all odd alkanes in theOi

form show a peak located at2u ø 39±. While the peak
is indexed as 0 1 26 in C25, it is indexed as 0 1 24 in
C23, 0 1 22 in C21, 0 1 28 in C27 and so on, depending on
the number of carbon atoms.39 This is also the case for
the otherhkl lines with l (l  n 1 i, i  0, 1, or 2).39

The Odci and Mdci forms have the same property, tha
is, peaks at nearly equal angular positions but who
indexing also depend on the number of carbon. Th
property (independently of the binary system involve
that is of chain length) of odd alkanes is very usef
to identify the intermediate phases in binary system
of normal alkanes. Indeed, by simply comparing th
powdered diffraction patterns of a sample whose spa
group is known with that of another sample enable
proposing a space group for the latter.

This work being centered on “low temperature
phases, details about the rotator phases in C23 and C25

are given elsewhere.1,15,16,22

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PHASE DIAGRAM
OF C23 1 C25

The experimental phase diagram determined
x-ray diffraction and calorimetric analyses of 19 com
positions is given in Fig. 2 wherex denotes the mole
fraction in C25. The symbolsj, }, r, and h cor-
respond to theOi , Odci, Mdci , andOp forms respectively,
and their positions in the phase diagram indicate at whi
temperature levels x-ray analyses were made. The sa
symbols are used for the diffractograms to point o
some reflections specific of one phase which are n
present in the other phases.

The phase diagram exhibits no less than sev
solid ordered phases, three rotator forms, and thr
invariants, which are a eutectoid, a peritectoid, and
metatectoid. More details on the determination of th
diagram as well as experimental data (temperatures a
enthalpies of transition) and thermodynamic analyses
the different equilibria (not the purpose of this pape
will be reported in a further paper. Nevertheless, w
can say that the general aspect of our phase diagr
is somewhat different from that of Joutiet al.35 For
example, these authors proposed a peritectoid invari
4, No. 6, Jun 1999 2647
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FIG. 2. Phase diagram of the binary system C23H48–C25H52.

near C25 due to the fact that they did not observe th
b″2 form (our Mdci form) for the component C25.

V. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
(INTERMEDIATE) LOW TEMPERATURE FORMS

The aim of this paper (as we already said) is
characterize the solid ordered phases, that is, the
temperature forms and more particularly the intermedi
ones. For that, we have selected only the most pertin
x-ray experiments in order to establish the followin
main results:

A. The one-phase domain denoted b′′2 by
Jouti et al. comes from the Mdci form of C 25

and therefore is not orthorhombic

These results are clearly testified in Fig. 3 whe
the x-ray diffraction patterns performed with increasin
temperature for molar compositionsx  0.97 and x 
0.91 [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively] together wit
the diffractogram of C25 [Fig. 3(a)] (at T  320 K)
are given. In all three cases, the upper form isMdci .
As for the component C25, the Odci ! Mdci transition
in the mixed samplex  0.97 [Fig. 3(b)] is mainly
characterized by the splitting of the two reflections 1 1
and 2 0 26 (see arrows), while the diffraction line 1 1
at 2u ø 41± disappears [see, for example, Fig. 3(b)].

B. Existence of a metatectoid invariant

For x  0.97, starting from 293 K, the observe
sequence of domains with increasing temperat
[Fig. 3(b)] is fOig ! fOi 1 Odcig ! fOdcig ! fOdci 1

Mdcig ! fMdcig. As for the component C25, the Oi !
2648 J. Mater. Res., Vol.
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FIG. 3. System C23 1 C25: x-ray diffraction patterns of the low or-
dered phases in the range37± < 2u < 44± for (a) C25 at T  320 K,
(b) x  0.97 at T  293, 309, 312, 314, and 318 K, and (c)x  0.91
at 293, 303, 312, and 315 K.

Odci transition [see Fig. 3(b)] is mainly characterized b
the disappearance of the 0 1 26 reflection at2u ø 39±,
while the intensity of the peaks at2u ø 38± and
2u ø 40.5± increase due to the superposition of th
0 1 25 and 0 1 27 lines with the 1 2 0y1 2 1 and 3 1 3
reflections, respectively.

For x  0.91, the sequence of domains is differen
[Fig. 3(c)]: fOi 1 Mdcig ! fOdci 1 Mdcig ! fMdcig.
The low-phase domainsfOi 1 Mdcig and fOdci 1

Mdcig observed, respectively, at 293 and 303 K a
clearly distinguished by the coexistence of two typic
diffraction patterns. In the first case, the 0 1 26 reflecti
at 2u ø 39± points out the existence of the phaseOi

while the phaseMdci is characterized by the two weak
diffraction lines due to the splitting of the reflection
1 1 27 and 2 0 26 at2u ø 42.5±. The disappearance
14, No. 6, Jun 1999
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of the 0 1 26 reflection while the 1 1 26 line sti
persists (confirming the presence of theOdci form) as
well as the lines corresponding to the phaseMdci show
the direct passage fromfOi 1 Mdcig to fOdci 1 Mdcig,
and, therefore, points out the existence of a metatec
invariant located atT  s299 6 3d K, as shown in
Fig. 2.

C. The Mdci form also exists in the
molecular alloys rich in C 23

The structural behavior of the mixed samplex 
0.03 with temperature in the low temperature region
chosen as an example. X-ray diffractograms record
at T  279, 293, and 303 K are shown in Fig. 4. It i
clear forthright that the diffraction patterns represent
in Fig. 3(a) at T  320 K, Fig. 3(b) at T  318 K,
Fig. 3(c) at T  315 K, and Fig. 4 atT  303 K are
very similar. This confirms the existence of twoMdci

one-phase domains: one relatively close to C23 and the
other one coming from C25. Concerning the domain close
to C23, one can no more say that it is coming from th
pure component, theMdci phase of C23 being not a stable
phase. The indexing of the diffraction lines both in th
Odci andMdci forms in the mixed samplex  0.03 show
something remarkable which has also been obser
in the Oi form of the pure odd alkanes.39 Comparing
Fig. 3(a) (C25) and Fig. 4 (x  0.03) at T  303 K, we
note that, for example, the lines in C25 and x  0.03
located at2u ø 40± is indexed as 0 1 27 and 0 1 25
respectively.

D. Existence and nature of an Op phase in
the central compositional region

Isotherm structural characterizations versus C25 mo-
lar concentration have been done both at 293 and 303
About twenty samples have been studied. As an exam
we have chosen some characteristic patterns forT 
293 K shown in Fig. 5. For clarity, the indexing o
the reflections are not given in the figure. The x-ra

FIG. 4. System C23 1 C25: x-ray diffraction patterns ofx  0.03 in
the range37± < 2u < 44± at T  279, 293, and 303 K.
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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FIG. 5. System C23 1 C25: isothermal (T  293 K) structural
characterizations versus C25 molar concentration in the range
34± < 2u < 50±.

diffraction pattern of the samplex  0.40 is clearly
different from those corresponding to theMdci forms
(x  0.05 and 0.80). It is, in fact, a new phase whic
is mainly characterized by the occurrence of refle
tions (symbolized byh) corresponding to2u ø 39.5±,
2u ø 42.5±, and 2u ø 47.2±. We will discuss later the
indexing of the diffraction lines in theOp form. At
T  303 K, the domain of this phase is a little wide
than that atT  293 K (Fig. 2). What about the nature
of the new phase we denoteOp? To answer this question
the diffraction pattern of the alloy C23 (0.6) C25 (0.4) is
compared with that of theOp form of octacosane (C28).

The polymorphic behavior of C28 is rather complex.
Energetic and crystallographic analyses of C28

23 (after
melting and quenching) have shown that it crystalliz
in two forms: monoclinicM011 (space groupP21/a) and
orthorhombic Op (space groupPca21 ). The transition
sequences observed with increasing temperature are
following:

C28 : Op
321 K

°°°°! M101
327 K

°°°°! RIV
333 K

°°°°! L

M011
329 K

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°! RIV
333 K

°°°°! L

Our purpose here is to show that the intermedia
phaseOp observed in the binary systemC23 1 C25 is
similar to the orthorhombic form of C28. The diffraction
4, No. 6, Jun 1999 2649
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pattern of C28 (see Fig. 6) at 298 K shows the coexi
tence of the two forms (M011 andOp). However, we are
interested in having the diffractogram of the orthorhom
bic phase alone. Smith30 found that pure even alkane
above C26 normally crystallize as monoclinic at room
temperature, but if impurities (neighboring homologue
exist, they crystallize in the orthorhombic form. We ha
thus prepared mixed samples of C28 with C26 molecules
behaving like impurities (in fact, we have studied th
binary system C26 1 C28 which will be the subject, as
said, in the introduction of another paper). Figure 6 a
shows the diffraction patterns of some mixed samp
C26 1 C28 rich in C28. We notice that the 00l lines
of the M011 form s,d diminish and finally disappear a
the molar concentration of 0.85 in C28. Hence, for this
concentration, we obtain the diffractogram of the “pur
orthorhombicOp form Pca21 . This diffractogram is given
in Fig. 7(a) with the diffraction pattern of C23 (0.6) C25

(0.4) [Fig. 7(b)].
The “rule” for indexing the reflections of the od

alkanes in Oi , Odci, and Mdci forms and in mixed
samples, cited previously, is also valid for theOp forms.
Indeed, independently of the number of carbon ato
[average C24 for C23 (0.6) C25 (0.4) and average C28 for
C26 (0.18) C28 (0.85)], similar diffraction patterns are
observed. For example, the peak at2u ø 54± correspond
to the 3 1 25 reflection [see Fig. 7(b)] for C23 (0.6)
C25 (0.4) and to the 3 1 29 reflection [Fig. 7(a)] fo
the C26 (0.15) C28 (0.85). The similarity of the two
patterns allows us to say that theOp forms observed
are isomorphous. Therefore, theOp form [Fig. 7(b)]
observed in the C23–C25 system is also of space grou
Pca21 . More evidence for the space groupPca21 of the
C23 (0.60) C25 (0.40) alloy is given by calculating its

FIG. 6. X-ray diffractograms of C28 and of mixed samplesx  0.93,
0.90, and 0.85 in the range3± < 2u < 15± at T  298 K in the
binary system C26–C28 (,: symbol for M011).
2650 J. Mater. Res., Vol.
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FIG. 7. Comparison between the diffractograms of the orthorhomb
Pca21 form in the range4± < 2u < 60± (a) of the alloy C26 (0.15)
C28 (0.85) and (b) of theOp form of the alloy C23 (0.6) C25 (0.4).

theoretical diffraction pattern using the chain mode
proposed by Dorset.50,51 The author gave the calculated
fractional coordinatesxya, yyb, and cyz of pure C30

in the Pca21 form. For our alloy, the calculation of the
fractional coordinates given in Table I was done b
assuming identicalxya and yyb coordinates (a and b
cell parameters of the orthorhombic form ofn-alkanes

TABLE I. Fractional coordinates of C23 (0.60) C25 (0.40) used
to simulate the diffraction pattern byFULLPROF (hydrogen atoms
are neglected and isotropic temperature for carbon atoms
Bc  0.03 nm2).

Atom xya yyb zyc Occ.

C(1) 0.014 0.186 0.0239 0.90
C(2) 0.092 0.314 0.0435 1.00
C(3) 0.014 0.186 0.0631 1.00
C(4) 0.092 0.314 0.0827 1.00
C(5) 0.014 0.186 0.1023 1.00
C(6) 0.092 0.314 0.1219 1.00
C(7) 0.014 0.186 0.1415 1.00
C(8) 0.092 0.314 0.1611 1.00
C(9) 0.014 0.186 0.1807 1.00
C(10) 0.092 0.314 0.2003 1.00
C(11) 0.014 0.186 0.2199 1.00
C(12) 0.092 0.314 0.2395 1.00
C(13) 0.014 0.186 0.2591 1.00
C(14) 0.092 0.314 0.2788 1.00
C(15) 0.014 0.186 0.2987 1.00
C(16) 0.092 0.314 0.314 1.00
C(17) 0.014 0.186 0.3376 1.00
C(18) 0.092 0.314 0.314 1.00
C(19) 0.014 0.186 0.3770 1.00
C(20) 0.092 0.314 0.3964 1.00
C(21) 0.014 0.186 0.4160 1.00
C(22) 0.092 0.314 0.4356 1.00
C(23) 0.014 0.186 0.4552 1.00
C(24) 0.092 0.314 0.4748 0.90
14, No. 6, Jun 1999
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FIG. 8. X-ray diffraction pattern of the C23 (0.60) C25 (0.40) in the or-
thorhombic formPca21 in the range4± < 2u < 60±: (a) experimental
diffractogram and (b) simulated diffractogram using theFULLPROF

program.

and binary mixed samples do not change significan
with chain length), andzyc coordinates were obtained
by extrapolation along thez-axis of the chain model
used by Dorset.51 The fractional atomic occupancies (se
Table I) which are applied to the chain ends have
effect on the angular position of the diffraction lines
not on the intensities and specially those of the 00l lines.
The fractional atomic occupancies are calculated o
in order to satisfy the molar composition. The isotrop
factors applied to carbon atoms (Bc  0.03 nm2) are
those given by Dorset51 and the effects of hydrogen
atoms were neglected. The calculated diffractogram
the C23 (0.60) C25 (0.40) in the orthorhombic form
was simulated using the “pattern-matching” option
the FULLPROF program52 using the calculated fractiona
coordinates. Both experimental (a) and calculated
diffraction patterns of the C23 (0.60) C25 (0.40) are shown
in Fig. 8 along with indexing corresponding to the line
with the strongest intensities and are very similar. So
calculated diffraction lines were not observed in th
experimental diffractogram. Their absence is certain
due to preferential orientations.

E. Cell parameter of the phases Op and Mdci

After a first refinement using the programAFMAIL ,
the final cell parameters were determined with the help
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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the “Pattern-Matching” option of theFULLPROF program
which allows, moreover, a comparison between th
calculated and experimental diffractograms. The c
parameters of the mixed samplesx  0.05, x  0.40,
andx  0.80 are given in Table II. For theMdci forms,
the cell parametersa, b, and b are nearly the same as
those of theMdci form of C25.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

X-ray diffraction analyses on then-alkanes C23, C25,
and on the binary system C23 1 C25 (with the help of
the results on C26 1 C28 binary system) have enabled u
to reach a conclusion on the various phases observe
“low temperature” in the binary system C23 1 C25.

We have shown that the sequence of the one-ph
domains with increasingx is the following: fOig !

fOdcig ! fMdcig ! fOpg ! fMdcig ! fOdcig ! fOig.
Thus, in contrast to the Joutiet al. conclusions,34,35 all
the molecular alloys are not orthorhombic: theirb′′1
and b″2 alloys are indeed both monoclinicMdci (Aa,
Z  4).

On the other hand, the similarity of the diffraction
patterns of the orthorhombic phase (Pca21 , Z  4) of C26

(0.15) C28 (0.85) and of mixed samples of C23 1 C25 near
the equimolar composition has enabled us to state t
the intermediateOp form is Pca21 with four molecules
per unit cell. This result is enhanced by the comparis
between experimental and calculated diffractograms.
a first glance, it is quite surprising to see such a rich s
quence of one-phase domains at low temperature des
the facts that the two components exhibit theOi form
on a very large temperature scale (untilT  310.5 K
for C23 and C25

1,22) and that their degree of crystalline
isomorphism53 is very high [ei

msOid  0.92]. We could
expecta priori a very important miscibility not to say
complete in theOi form. Then, why do so many domains
exist? The answer needs only one word: defects. Eve
it is the same kind of defects (end-gauche ones) tha
responsible for the observation of so many domains, t
origin of these end-gauche defects is, however, differe
Three cases are to be considered.

A. The only (thermal) intrinsic defects

We consider the case of defects in the compone
themselves. It is known that in the shortest odd alkan
and in the low temperatureOi phase, the chains
adopt an overall transconfiguration.54,55 But we also
)

)

TABLE II. Cell parameters of the alloys inMdci (Aa, Z  4) and Op (Pca21 , Z  4) forms in the system C23 1 C25.

x in C25 T (K) Space group Form a (nm) b (nm) c (nm) b (±)

0.05 293 Aa Mdci 0.749(0.2) 0.500(0.1) 6.263(0.4) 91.0(3
0.40 298 Pca21 Op 0.753(0.2) 0.502(0.1) 6.511(0.3) 90
0.80 298 Aa Mdci 0.753(0.1) 0.501(0.2) 6.734(0.5) 91.2(3
4, No. 6, Jun 1999 2651
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know that those molecules are not absolutely rig
conformational defects exist which are even mo
numerous and varied since the temperature and the c
length increase. These defects can be end-gauche,
double gauche, ... If the concentration of conformation
defects is high, then the molecules can no more
considered as planar. We know that for both C23

and C25, the defects which are concerned are main
end-gauche ones found at the lamellar surface.
a result, a disruption of the packing of chain en
between molecular layers occurs which affects t
interlamellar packing. The temperature increasing,
concentration of defects also increases and at a cer
temperature, a jump in the concentration occurs (a
accompanied by a jump in the interlayer spacing39),
and a solid-solid transition takes place.9,56,57 This is
responsible for the polymorphism of then-alkanes
in the low temperature domain below the rotator phas
For example, in C25, it explains the following solid-
solid transitions:Oi ! Odci ! Mdci . Recall that for
C23, the sequence is nearly the same but theMdci form
is not stable.

B. The thermal and compositional defects

For the mixed samples, an increase in concentra
of foreign molecules in the host crystal (C25 in C23 or
C23 in C25) results (at a given temperature) in the sam
sequence (except that two-phase regions separating
one-phase regions are indeed observed). In other wo
the increase of intrinsic defects (x  0 or 1, rise in
temperature) and extrinsic defects (given temperatu
rise in x) result by the observation of the same sequen
of solid ordered forms. This can be resumed by t
following scheme:

Intrinsic defects:x  0 or 1; effect of the rise

in temperature
Increase in temperature

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°!

C25 : Oi ! Odci ! Mdci

Extrinsic defects: constant temperature; effect of th

rise in concentration in foreign molecules
Increase of the concentration in C25

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°!

As from C23 : Oi ! Odci ! Mdci

Increase of the concentration in C23

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°!

As from C25 : Oi ! Odci ! Mdci

The extrinsic defects are essentially end-gauche
fects,58,59 i.e., as well as intrinsic (thermal) ones confine
at the end of the chains. In other words, the additio
effects of the thermal and compositional defects res
2652 J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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in the same transition sequences as for the pure com
nents, but occurring at a lower temperature.

C. What about the Op form?

The orthorhombicOp form is observed in even
alkanes as from C28.6,7,23 The crystal structure of this
form was determined by Teare7 on C36. In fact, two forms
were obtained, depending on the method of preparatio
orthorhombic single crystals (space groupPca21 )

7 and
monoclinic single crystals4 (space groupP21/a). Teare7

noted that orthorhombic crystals were obtained from
high-boiling petroleum ether solutions which contain
paraffins up to hexane and probably higher members
solutions. This yields C36 crystals with impurities and
could explain why an orthorhombic form was identified
by Teare instead of the monoclinic form. These impu
rities would introduce conformational defects leading t
the orthorhombic symmetry instead of the monoclini
one which is the more energetically stable (higher cryst
density7). The orthorhombicOp form is observed in
the mixed samples of C23 1 C25 near the equimolar
composition. At the equimolar composition, the statist
cal molecular entity is very similar to the even alkan
C24. The result is that the end-gauche defects due to t
geometrical mismatch caused by the two components
different chain length give rise to a different symmetr
which is the orthorhombic formPca21 , Z  4 observed
in higher even alkanes.

To our knowledge, only two works are found in
the literature showing the molecular stacking in thes
three phases found in the pure components. Piescz
and co-workers,46,47 studying n-C33, found four differ-
ent phases denoted A, B, C (A Oi , B  Mdci and
C is monoclinic A2), and D the rotator phase which
was defined later as the triclinic rotator phaseRIII

19,20

which space group is still unknown. These author
suggested that the only possible motion which se
in with the phase transition A! B (Oi ! Mdci) is a
chain rotation. In fact, we know that end-gauche defec
were experimentally detected9 at each phase transition
(Oi ! Odci and Odci ! Mdci) in C25. Nozaki et al.21

suggested that the end-gauche defects, even if they
in small amount, will introduce disorder in the layer
surface, giving rise to different interlayer interaction an
therefore to new molecular layer stacking. The soli
ordered! solid ordered phase transition in C23 and C25

are therefore characterized by changes in molecular lay
stacking caused by the increased disorder in the lay
surface. These authors give schematic projections alo
the molecular axes of the molecular layer stacking
each phaseOi , Odci, and Mdci (denoted by I, V, and
IV, respectively) and reproduced in Figs. 9(a), 9(b), an
9(c) where only the carbon atoms are represented (so
circles indicate carbon atoms of the upper layer).
4, No. 6, Jun 1999
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FIG. 9. Schematic projections along the molecular axes (a, b) of
molecular layer stacking in the phasesOi , Odci , Mdci , andOp . Only
carbon atoms are represented. Solid circles represent carbon ato
the upper layer and the hollow circles those in the lower layer.

In each of these phases, the molecules form a bila
structure and it is convenient to use three parametersDf,
Da, andDb46 for expressing the bilayer structure.Df is
the rotation of the molecule about the chain axis in
upper layer relative to that of the lower layer, and theDa
and Db are the shifts of the upper layer relative to t
lower layer parallel to thea-axis andb-axis. In phase
Oi, the layer stacking (upper layer with respect to t
lower layer) is accompanied by aDf  180± rotation
of the molecules, the molecular shift parameters (shif
the upper layer to the lower layer) beingDa  21.1 Å
and Db  by2. In phaseOdci , the authors concluded
a rotation of about 90± (Df  86±) [see Fig. 9(b)],
while the molecular shift parameters remain almost
same. No molecular rotation occurs fromOdci to Mdci

(Df  0±), while Da  20.86 Å [see Fig. 9(c)]. Let
us note that the space groups used by these author
the Oi, Odci, and Mdci forms arePbcm, Pbnm, and Bb ,
respectively. Interchanging parametersa and b yields
the space groupsPcam, Pnam, and Aa used in this
J. Mater. Res., Vol.
the
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he

for

paper. The schematic projection along the molecu
axes of the molecular layer stacking in theOp phase in
hexatriacontane C36H74 is given in Fig. 9(d). The values
of the three parameters areDa  20.79 Å, Db  by2,
and Df  180±.

We note that only the layer stacking is different i
the four phases; the side packing is orthorhombic a
the molecules are perpendicular to the layer surfa
Solid ordered! solid ordered phase transitions in od
n-alkanes take place therefore by a restacking of t
layers.21,48 We suspect a similar behavior for the phase
in the mixed samples as their cell parameters are qu
the same (with the exception of thec-parameter which
is a function of chain length). For example, startin
from the C25 component, the phase sequenceOi !
Odci ! Mdci ! Op as a function of composition can
be interpreted (for theOi ! Odci ! Mdci) as for the
C25 alkane as a function of temperature with possib
slight changes in the parametersDa, Db, and Df.
The phase sequenceMdci ! Op could be accompanied
by a molecular rotation ofDf ø 180± with Da ø 0.21 Å
and Db ø by2. Further work is in progress for the
experimental determination of the shift parameters
the Rietveld method using a structure model for mixe
crystals.

This binary system is not the only one that ha
interested us. Indeed, we have performed a global stu
on binary systems ofn-alkanes Cn1 1 Cn2 ; n1 and n2

between 16 and 28, withDn  1 or 2, with n1 and n2

both odd or even and also withn1 andn2 either odd and
even or even and odd. The global synthesis of all the
works is still in progress. Nevertheless, this synthesis
sufficiently advanced, enabling us to select the bina
system C23 1 C25 as the key system and, moreover, t
state the number and the structural nature of the vario
forms of alloys. Indeed, we have pointed out that th
Op and theMdci forms are also observed in many othe
binary systems ofn-alkanes.

We are therefore able to say that this paper
widely beyond the scope of the only binary syste
presented here.
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